RETURN TO ANZAC COVE
60 YEARS LATER

ON APRIL 12TH, 1975, A MEMORABLE EVENT IN THE HISTORY OF THE ANZACS STARTS.
A 35-day tour of the Middle East and Greece, visiting some of the scenes of both World
War I and World War II, recapturing some of those memories of long ago, Anzac Cove,
Tripoli, Kalamata ... too many to mention ... are all in this special itinerary prepared
for RSL and RSA members and friends. There are some exciting tourist features too.
Beirut and the casino. Istanbul with its nightclubs. Israel and its fascinating history.
Your most memorable Anzac Day will be celebrated by moving wreath laying
ceremonies at the British, Lone Pine and Chanak Bair memorials at Anzac Cove, with
a special day set aside for private inspection of this historical area.

Brochures are available from Wesfarmers Travel office or your State Secretary, so
why not send for it now. The price is $1950.00 all inclusive.

WE NEED YOU (AND FAMILY!)
Pack up your old kit-bag and embark on a 35-day odyssey down memory lane. The bullets are not flying
this time. So bring mum and your family. Let them share the bittersweet nostalgia and see the places you
used to write home about. Cairo ... Alamein ... Gallipoli Peninsular ... the Australian Canteen in Tel Aviv
where Lady Blamey used to serve tea and "bickies" ... Tripoli, Kalamata, where 20,000 troops, including
16th and 17th Brigade were evacuated during the nights of 27-29th April, 1941, plus all the campaign areas
of World War I and World War II in North Africa, the Middle East. Turkey and Greece.
The pilgrimage will be escorted by officials of the RSL of Australia and experienced tour conductors.
And they've mapped it out well! A tribute to the blood, sweat and tears that you and your fallen comrades made.
Balanced with time off for R&R. You'll enjoy all the highlights and fun of the countries visited ... just like
the old days. (Some of the older veterans may recall the "battle of the Wozzer". These days the Haret el
Wasser is no longer out of bounds.) At the Beirut Race Track it's planned to have a race called the "7 Div
Handicap". And we'll donate the trophy! There are stopovers in Bangkok and Singapore (duty-free
shopping) on the way home.

TO JOIN THE SALUTE WHERE IT ALL HAPPENED
The cost of the tour is all-inclusive. There are no extras to worry about (just your spending money — so
butter-up the "paymaster").
The tour cost includes: Qantas economy-class air travel throughout, or approved IATA Carrier;
Accommodation in superior tourist or tourist-class hotels, 2 persons per room, most with private facilities;
All meals, except on London extension where breakfast only is provided; Transportation between airports
and hotels on arrival and departure, including 2 pieces of baggage per person; Sightsseeing and surface
transportation as stipulated in the itinerary, guides, admissions, etc; Hotel taxes and services; Airport
taxes; The services of a tour escort.
If you wish, you can have an optional 14-day extension in London. There are also optional tours to Tobruk,
to the Israeli Independence Day Ceremony, around the British Isles and to the Continent. Self-drive cars are
available too. Prices on request.
A lot of the boys have indicated a strong interest in going. The tour is sure to fill quickly — so report
smartly!

HURRY! Write for FREE Brochure

WESFARMERS TRAVEL

NAME..............................................................................................
ADDRESS........................................................................................
POST CODE..................................................................................

569 WELLINGTON STREET, and 14 TERRACE ARCADE, PERTH, 6000.
Telephone: 21 0191.
State President's Message...

Already we are well into the New Year, 1975. Some will be enjoying the fruits of New Year's resolutions having come to fruition, other good intentions will have fallen short on their objectives.

Whatever else we should strive for as an organisation we must be very careful to maintain the strength of our members — for our strength of influence is measured by numbers.

As importantly, we are dependent on our members to provide revenue to administer the work of the League.

It was gratifying to see that at the end of the year 1974 our membership was 11,612 which was an increase of 48 on the previous calendar year.

At the end of January our enrolment number 4367 up to that point of time, which represents an increase of 33 on the position at the same time last year.

Success has the effect of breeding success, and I would like every reader to find another whom we can bring into the fold of the League's membership. Someone who has never joined us, or else try to recover one who may have dropped out of our ranks because of some trifling personal difference with a Sub-branch official.

Let us always be sure that our thinking is first to the organisation which is much more important than the individual. We all have a cause to support which is dedicated to the welfare of those less fortunate than ourselves, to maintaining memorials for those who did not return from wars in which Australia has been involved; and to care for the aged, the widowed and the fatherless.

CONFERENCE TALK

National Symbols Must Be Retained

"Don't renounce national symbols; they are what keep the nation together" — that was the theme of the opening address at the Northern Group Conference held at Coorow.

It was put forward by Mr A. V. Crane, MLA, who opened the conference with a first-class speech, in which he emphasised the fact that it was the RSL's duty to "stand up and be counted".

The League had to make its presence felt and its voice heard on any subject that affected the welfare and the prestige of the nation, including the controversy on the National Anthem. The League also had to keep up the fight against Communism.

The headquarters team that attended the conference had to make an early start to arrive at the conference in time. They reached Coorow at 10.15 am.

The Coorow-Waddi Forest Sub-branch, with president Merv Williams, were hosts to the conference.

CONERENCE TALK

The civic reception given by the Coorow Shire Council was greatly appreciated by all delegates. The host was Mr Frost, Shire President, who warmly welcomed all to Coorow.

The header of Housing and Construction, and Mr F. C. (Bill) Donovan, from the Repatriation Department, gave up their Saturday to attend the conference. Both gave very interesting addresses on their respective subjects and answered a number of questions. Their attendance was also appreciated.

At COCKBURN

Cockburn Sub-branch, with President Arthur Santich, were...
Greetings RSL Members from...

Westwools
Country
Division
Pty Ltd

PRIVATE BUYERS
FARMERS, FOR HIGHEST PRICES
ON YOUR WOOL CLIP

Contact B. Burley

Westwools
22 SWAN STREET
FREMANTLE

Phone: 35 6833

Pemberton Hotel

Cold Swan Always on Tap — Best of Wines and
Spirits Stocked — Comfortable Accommodation
Available — Counter Lunches 12 noon-1.30 pm
Monday to Saturday.

New Licensees
LES and ALMA ROACH
extend a
Warm Welcome
to All Members
and Friends

Telephone: Pemberton 17

Best Wishes to all RSL Members, from...

C. W. & J. MAFF

CARTAGE CONTRACTORS

Gravel — Sand — Metal
Super — Agricultural Lime and Gyplap
Supplies

16 THATCHER STREET
WAROONA

Telephone: 33 1351
hosts to the metropolitan and coastal group conference, held in the Frederick Street RSL Hall. It can be recalled that Cockburn was formed about three years ago with amalgamation of Spearwood and Hamilton Hill Sub-branches.

It would be difficult to find a more enthusiastic supporter of the League or a more appropriate person to open the conference than Mr Don Taylor, MLA.

He is a son of a deceased ex-serviceman, a one-time ward of Legacy and his guardian was the late Mr Jim Anderson, a former State President of the RSL.

Mr Taylor said that the RSL was a part of the national philosophy and was one of the truly national organisations because it embraced all areas of place and people.

He said it brought together management, labour, the self-employed and others, together with allied ex-servicemen living here.

"The voice of the League is still needed by the nation," he said.

**CONCERN**

Some concern has been expressed by the League that the new Commonwealth Housing and Construction Corporation, which has absorbed the Defence Service Homes Department, would mean a loss of identity.

Furthermore, the League was concerned that land earmarked for ex-servicemen, might be re-allocated and used for other purposes.

Speaking on this matter, Mr See said that he had written to Canberra reporting the concern of the League, but at the same time he stated that there was no way in which the housing land, allocated to Defence Homes, could be used for any other purpose.

**REPATRIATION**

State President Mr Percy Pearson welcomed a newcomer to our conference scene in the person of Mr Colin Williams, the new Deputy Commissioner of Repatriation and Compensation in WA.

Mr Williams spoke on how his Department was being incorporated in the National Compensation Department. He said that far from being a disadvantage this would make his job more exciting and challenging.

Furthermore, the widening scope of the Department would attract the services of specialists who might not otherwise have been interested in the continuing treatment of the "oldies".

It would be remiss not to mention the magnificent effort by the Cockburn Women's Auxiliary in providing morning and afternoon tea and a delicious sit-down lunch.

A hearty thanks — ladies — from all who attended the conference.

State vice-president LEN TURNER makes a point during one of his many appearances on behalf of the WA RSL.
EACH YEAR SINCE 1950

The cover picture shows WA’s Acting Agent-General, Mr F. W. Andersen, and 93-year-old Chelsea pensioner William Avery combining to cut the traditional Christmas Cake at the Royal Hotel in London. The ceremony has been held each year since 1950.

The cake, together with beer for every pensioner, is presented annually by a State branch of the Australian RSL, a gesture that has, since 1950, become a regular event to mark the comradeship forged between British and Australian servicemen in many wars.

Last Christmas it was the WA branch’s turn to provide the cake, which weighed 150lb and was made with Australian fruits and topped with the WA crest (above).

The cake was cut ceremonially with the Sergeant-Major’s sword, and the oldest in-pensioner, Mr Avery, was chosen to assist.

Among those present were Viscountess Slim, widow of a former Australian Governor-General, and Major-General Sir Douglas Kendrew, a former Governor of WA, and Lady Kendrew.

Sir Douglas had just been appointed a Commissioner of the Hospital, and this ceremony was his first official engagement in his new appointment.

BOWLS TOURNAMENT

Great Job by The Big “V”

It was Victoria's turn to conduct the 1974-75 National RSL Bowls Carnival (December 26, 1974, to January 6, 1975), and what a magnificent job the wearers of the big “V” did.

Without doubt it was one of the best-run and most enjoyable competitions yet held.

The necessary extensive organisation was “spot on” and must be a source of satisfaction to the various committees and sub-committees responsible.

Including wives, the WA contingent totalled 41, the majority of whom travelled by air, arriving in Melbourne at about 5 am on Boxing Day.

Host club to WA was Footscray RSL, and despite the early hour the president, Clever Healey, the liaison officer, Gary Welsh, and other members of the club’s executive, including their wives, were, at Tullamarine to welcome the party.

The travel parties were then driven to the club and supplied with a delectable hot breakfast covering a wide choice of food. It was a wonderful and heart-warming introduction to the carnival.

Footscray RSL is an extremely well-appointed club, with a most warm and friendly atmosphere permeating right through its organisation.

WA visitors were, indeed, fortunate that Footscray was chosen as its host.

MYTH EXPLODED

The president and members couldn’t do enough to make the stay in Victoria a happy, enjoyable and memorable one. The myth that Victorians are like their weather — cold and unfriendly — was certainly exploded with a BANG.

No superlatives can describe adequately the feelings of appreciation the WA tourists have for the manner in which they were treated.

At the completion of the carnival, a National Fours Competition was conducted when teams played for the Sir Arthur Lee Trophy. This event was won by a North Balwyn RSL team.

Once again this great carnival provided evidence — if any was needed — of the strengthening of the bonds of fraternity and mateship between RSL members through keen competition on the bowling green.

The bowls section of the RSL is spreading good fellowship on a national basis. Accordingly an appeal is made to all RSL members who have not already done so to join the WA RSL bowls section and so continue to enjoy the comradeship which was formed during service.

FULL MARKS

The accommodation at the Commodore Motel in Queens Road, Melbourne, was highly satisfactory and the generous treatment — tariff-wise — was

Greetings to all from...

ANAX PTY LTD

Telephone: 81 2233

Suppliers of:
- Surgical Instruments
- Scientific and Industrial Apparatus
- Laboratory Equipment and Chemicals

71 TROY TERRACE SUBIACO
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THE LISTENING POST

February, 1975
much appreciated. Full marks to the management.

The "Jack Hamilton VC" inter-
state series was won by
Tasmania in its first year in the
competition. It won on a count-
back from Queensland by,
believe it or not, one solitary
counter.

The performance of WA in
these "Test Matches" was
commendable and though they
won only one game — against
the "Fat Cats" (ACT) — it
proved to be a worthy opponent
of the stronger States.

In two matches WA lost on
one rink only but unfortunately
lost on the aggregate.

The official series — the "Dr
Krantz" Trophy was won by
Queensland and here again WA
performed creditably.

The team for this competi-
tion is a two-rink one and
comprises mainly of players
who are executive officers of
the various State bowls section.

WE HOPE
YOU'LL LIKE IT

The February issue of
"Listening Post" is being
sent to every member
who was financial in
1974; whether he
subscribes to the magazine
or not.

MAKE SURE you re-
cive further copies of
this important journal
by adding 40 cents to
your sub.

Otherwise this is the
last issue you will receive.
— Publicity Committee.

FEES INCREASE

It will cost you $5.40 to be
a member of the RSL in WA
in 1975.

State Congress decided
that $5.00 of this would be
the annual subscription
and the extra 40c in for
"Listening Post":

"However, if a member
does not wish to receive a
copy of "Listening Post" he
may omit the 40c from his
cheque.

Sub-branches were
recently advised that reso-
lution to increase the sub-
scription from $4 to $5 was
carried at National Congress
held in Melbourne on
Monday, October 28. It is
payable in advance for the
year starting January 1, 1975

State Executive, at a meet-
ing on November 6, decided
that the capitation fee pay-
able to the State branch
would be $4 per member,
the balance of $1 to be
retained by the sub-branch.

Of the amount payable to
the State branch, 25 cents
will be held in trust pending
a decision on allocation at
State Congress this year.

Sub-branches are required
to forward capitation fee
and the 40c magazine sub-
scription (if paid by member) for ordinary
members.

Life Members are not
required to pay the 40c for
"Listening Post".
Everyone knows the distressing symptoms of colds and flu—sore throat, headaches, muscular aches and pains and fever. Bex alleviates the symptoms and brings soothing relief. It is best to take one Bex Powder or two Bex tablets immediately at the first sign of a cold, and again at bedtime with a hot lemon drink. The pure medicinals in Bex conform to the strict standards of the British Pharmacopoeia. You can depend on Bex.

BEX IS BETTER

POWDER & TABLETS
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Inserted with the Compliments of...

West Australian Egg Marketing Board

West Australian Golden Eggs Are Better Than Ever

Telephone: 39 1011

When aches are spoiling the day

Over-tired muscles, rheumatism, lumbago, sciatica can all too easily spoil the enjoyment of the day. More and more people are asking for Bex because Bex does what it claims—gives soothing relief. Bex value is known to countless thousands of Australians for the alleviation of pain. Keep Bex handy and take as directed. You can depend on Bex.

BEX IS BETTER

POWDER & TABLETS

580

Geographe Panelbeating

AND WRECKERS

Also offer, to the motorist, the following efficient services

- Expert Panelbeating
- Specialist Spray Painting
- Towing and Wrecking

WRECKING

ALL MAKES

OF CARS

BARLEE STREET, BUSSELTON

Telephone: 52 1325. AH: 52 1930

For 24-hour Towing Service
The first-ever world assembly of war veterans will be held under the auspices of the RSL in Sydney from August 11 to 15, 1975. It is the most significant single project ever undertaken by the League.

**WARM WELCOME**
Both the Australian and NSW Governments have given the project their blessing. Both recognise that a warm welcome should be given by the host country.

We hope that their lead will be followed by clubs and sub-branches throughout the country and that, whenever and wherever the opportunity arises — anywhere in Australia — hospitality will be sincere and super-abundant.

Several members of the League in WA have already decided to attend the Assembly and registration forms are obtainable from the RSL Office in Anzac House.

Individual members should register by completing the registration form and returning it to the Assembly Secretariat, GPO Box 2609, Sydney, 2001. Telephone: (02) 27 6940.

Forms should be accompanied by payment of $35 for each person registering. Payment of the fee entitles attendance at Assembly events at no additional cost.

These events include:
- **Opening Ceremony** — Sydney Opera House. (The Secretary-General of the UN, Kurt Waldheim, and Dr Henry Kissinger have been invited to attend.)
- **Hospitality Evening** in Sydney clubs or private homes.
- **Australia Day** — Arena, RAS Showgrounds. A day of non-stop events and luncheon.
- **Variety Concert** featuring world-famous Australian artists.
- **Symposium** — international speakers on following topics: "Veterans and the Preservation of Peace"; "Veterans and the Young"; "Veterans — and International Aid"; Youth Display, Pageant through Sydney and Retreat Ceremony.

Free transport will be available for appropriate events.

**OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES**
During the week, a selection of excursions in and around Sydney has been arranged — these will be especially popular among overseas and interstate visitors.

Australians will also be able to join overseas visitors on packaged pre- and post-

- Assembly tours to such places of special interest as Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Papua/New Guinea and Guadalcanal.

You can receive complete details of excursions and tours by so indicating on your Registration Form.

If you require Sydney hotel or motel accommodation to be reserved for you, indicate this on your Registration Form.

**ENSURE YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THIS HISTORIC EVENT AND REGISTER NOW!**

**EVER HEARD OF JOE NOLAN?**
The usual answer to that question is a quick scratch of the head and "Who the hell's Joe Nolan?"

Joe was a private in K Company, 1st Infantry Regiment, of Ryde, NSW, way back in 1894, and Joe was the man who, many authorities believe, designed the "rising sun" emblem with which the Australian soldier has been closely associated.

Joe's regiment was preparing for its annual concert and Joe was given the job of arranging the stage decorations.

Round about this time, the troops were using Martini Henry rifles and bayonets, and Joe placed the latter behind the regimental badge, producing the rising sun effect. Whether the rising sun business was introduced deliberately or accidentally is not known.

**THE CO WAS IMPRESSED**
In any case, Colonel Oldershaw, the CO of the regiment, was so impressed that he persuaded authorities to adopt it as the army badge.

The first unit to wear the badge in wartime was the 1st Commonwealth Horse, which took part in the Boer War, in March, 1902.

Another version of the origin of the emblem places the date about nine or ten years after Private Joe.

It is claimed by some that the emblem was inspired by a trophy of arms mounted above the doorway of Major-General Sir Edward Hutton's room in Victoria Barracks, between 1902 and 1904.

The trophy was a red, semi-circular board on which alternate triangular and cut-and-thrust sword bayonets radiated from a brass crown design.

Joe or the General? I'll take Joe.

**CAN YOU HELP?**
For some time now, we have been trying to locate the following LIFE MEMBERS of the League, without success.

Should anyone know their whereabouts, would they please advise us.

- Mr A. Scott, Previously of Central Sub-branch. Address unknown.
- Mr R. T. Smith, Previously of Wyalkatchem. Regimental No 11551, RAAF.

We have also been trying to locate the following LIFE SUBSCRIBER:

- Lt Col T. M. Pelham-Dale, Federated Malay Volunteer Force, POW, Kangu No 2 Camp.

Any information regarding the above, would be greatly appreciated.

**ACKNOWLEDGEMENT**
Much of the information in the items about Australian history and folklore have been gained from "A Treasury of Australian Folk Tales and Traditions", by BIL Beatty. It is a most absorbing book and one that is well worth purchasing.
LEICART Photographs

2nd FLOOR, LONDON COURT
PERTH
(St Georges Terrace End)

Home Portraiture — Weddings — Social and Sporting Functions
(Special Service to RSL Clubs)
Black and White or Living Colour

(Established 1946)

Telephone: 25 2765. AH: 61 6695

Call in and see Ralph Woods at the

JOHN EYRE MOTEL
CAIGUNA, NATIONAL HIGHWAY 1, WA

* Self Contained Units with all Conveniences at $5.50 per person.
* Modern Restaurant — Excellent Menu
* Petrol and Oil service, Auto Repairs, Lubes, Accessories, Tyres
* Own Airstrip, BP Aviation Fuel Available

PHONE: CAIGUNA 2D

Greetings to all RSL Members from...

D. B. MUNDAY & SON
STOREKEEPERS

MELBA STREET, KARLGARIN
Telephone: 525

Always Call in for All Commodities when Passing Through.
Good old Friendly Service Assured.

PERRY'S
MANUFACTURING JEWELLERS

INC WESTERN DIAMOND DISTRIBUTORS
Perth's diamond ring makers. Have your diamond ring individually designed. 50 years experience in diamonds. Trade Enquiries Welcome

4th FLOOR, GLEDDEN BUILDINGS
731 HAY STREET, PERTH, 6000

Telephone: 21 8959

A Recommended Service to all Members

A. & I. RADIATOR SERVICE

Automotive and Industrial Radiator Service
Radiator Repair Specialists. All Makes

246 MARS STREET (Cnr Kew St)
WELSHPOOL, WA

Telephone: 61 4521

Best Wishes to all Members from...

ROYAL MAIL HOTEL
MAIN STREET
MEEKATHARRA, WA

A Wonderful Place to Stop Over and Enjoy a Cold Beer in Convivial Surroundings

Your Host: DON THOMPSON, Ex-AIF and RAAF

For Reservations
Telephone: 24
DARWIN DISASTER

The RSL to the Rescue

On Boxing Day the League through Australia launched an Appeal to assist their comrades and families who suffered devastation in Australia's biggest natural disaster in Darwin on Christmas Day.

At the time of writing, a total of $6621.08 has been received at Anzac House, which in the short space of time is most encouraging to those who need assistance as a result of the cyclone.

Because of lack of space, it is not possible to name everyone who made a donation, and the amount received, therefore, is summarised this way:

Sub-branches $4366; individual donations $908.08 (including $370 from the residents of the War Veterans' Home); women's auxiliaries throughout the State $1247.

In addition, sub-branches in the Country have made donations amounting to $850 to the local appeals which were directed to the Lord Mayor's Fund.

BIG "THANK YOU"

To one and all we say a heartfelt "Thank you" for your willing and ready response to help your fellow man when in need.

The Executive decided that, as there were many families in Perth who may require assistance, at least $1000 was held at Anzac House for immediate distribution among these people.

It must be remembered that they left Darwin with only what they could carry and was most essential to them, and therefore had to start from scratch, beginning with personal requirements, such as toothbrushes etc.

The balance will be forwarded to National Headquarters for distribution among the needy as required.

State President Percy Pearson would like all sub-branches and members to know that whenever there is a national or State disaster the League automatically launches an appeal and donations may be forwarded to Anzac House, Perth.

EXPANSIONS AT WAR VETERANS' HOME

Following months of discussion and planning, the State Executive of the RSL has agreed to the War Veterans' Home Board's proposal to start the first stage of the units in Freedman Road, Mt Lawley. These are dual-purpose units on an ingoing of $5000 and $5.00 per week maintenance.

Tenders will be called in February and it is anticipated that the units will be ready for occupation by September.

These are ideal units for those eligible — women who must be 60 years or more of age and men 65 or more years. Couples will be permitted provided one or the other has attained the eligible age.

Details of this project, which will be known as the "Pearson RSL Village", can be obtained from Anzac House, and plans are also available for inspection. The estimated cost will be $300,000.

Because of the increase in wages, salaries and indeed all commodities relating to the running of the home, the Board has signed contracts for cleaning and catering. This has proved very successful and is saving thousands of dollars a year.

GERALDTON ANNEXE

The Executive has also accepted the Board's Recommendation to build an annexe at the Home at Geraldton. This will cater for one married couple and eight single quarters.

The annexe will serve the members at Geraldton and the North-West of the State.

Members of the Geraldton sub-branch have been hard at work assisting in the raising of funds to get the annexe project into operation, and they have had the support of the sub-branch farther North and the community of Geraldton who realised that the League was making great progress in the care for the aged.

Tenders for the annexe close on February 4, and building will commence immediately. The estimated cost will be in the vicinity of $113,200.00.

ON BUGLE OR DRUMS

"Revelle" — a word that at first sight, and if you didn't know, looks extremely difficult to pronounce, is another of those words borrowed from the French in the same way that "san fairy ann" (C'est ne fait rien) was borrowed.

It is, of course, pronounced "revally" — which is fairly close to the correct French pronunciation, and it is the trumpet or bugle call sounded in all military barracks and camps to awaken the soldiers and tell them to get up and dress.

It can also, the Oxford dictionary tells us, be sounded on the drums.

Like the last post, it is used at military funerals and commemorative services — on Anzac Day, for example — to signify the resurrection of the body after death and the awakening of the soul into a new life.

WHAT IS LOYALTY?

What is loyalty? It is a creed, a duty and a sentiment.

LOYALTY IS A CREED because it is true to the beliefs of the organisation. It implies keeping the secret of the organisation.

LOYALTY IS A DUTY because it implies allegiance. To the Lord Mayor in the case of the Geraldton City Council.

LOYALTY IS A SENTIMENT: It implies affection, love and enthusiasm. These are not fully expressed in shouting or barracking.

LOYALTY TO YOUR ORGANISATION MUST BE LIVED!

SOCIAL SECURITY APPEALS TRIBUNALS

YOU APPEAL TO US

If you have applied to the Department of Social Security for any pension, benefit or allowance, and are not satisfied by the decision that has been made, you may appeal.

There is an Appeals Tribunal in every State capital and the ACT and they each include a lawyer, a welfare representative and an expert in Social Security matters. They will study your case and help you as much as they can.

Appellants do not need to meet you and talk. But if they do, it will be an informal meeting. The Tribunal will make a recommendation to the Director-General of the Department of Social Security as to what action should be taken.

Appeals may be made against any decision affecting your entitlements which has been made by the Department of Social Security.

Appeals are free and should preferably be made on forms available from any office of the Department of Social Security.
Members, when in Port Hedland let

W. R. FISCHER
Hairdresser attend to your cutting styling and conditioning.
LADIES, CHILDREN'S AND MEN'S HAIRDRESSER

32 EDGAR STREET, PORT HEDLAND
Telephone: 73 2561

RSL Members for all Your Beer, Wines and Spirits make the

SOUTH HEDLAND HANDY MART
Your First Port of Call
ALISTER McKECHNIE, Prop.
Telephone: 72 1484

Walk The Town, Tramp The Street

NORWESCO BUTCHERS
You'll Never Beat
HARDING FORUM, ROEBOURNE
Box 115, Roebourne
Telephone: 82 1313
Recommended to all RSL Members for Full Support

Kindly Sponsored by...

WHITE STAR HOTEL
Mine Host: SEPPI SARTORELLI
Warm Friendly Service and an Icy Cold Beer Always Assured
Telephone: Albany 41 1733

Best Wishes to all Members from...

J. C. GALSWORDHY
NEWSAGENCY
WOTTON STREET, WILUNA
Lollies, Chocolates.
Telephone: 7

Best Wishes to all RSL Members from...

SMALLS SOLA HEETA
10 GOONGARRIE STREET
BAYSWATER, WA
Telephone: Office and Factory 79 1832

Best Wishes to all RSL Members and their families from...

H. J. & L. I. SMITH
LICENSED SANITARY PLUMBERS
BACKHOE AND TRENCHING — SEWERAGE
DRAINS AND SEPTIC

HUBBS AVENUE
MERREDIN
Telephone: 41 1246

CRANBROOK HOTEL
(Props: T. & M. RYAN)
Telephone: Cranbrook No 2
MIXED WEATHER - MIXED EMOTIONS

Though Sunday, November 3, last year, was a day alternating between wind and rain and sunshine and emotions were mixed, it was, overall, a most memorable occasion and a worthy Remembrance Day.

It was held in honour of the 60th anniversary of the sailing of the first convoy of Australian and New Zealand troops which left Albany on November 1, 1914, on the way to Gallipoli.

Messages were received from Her Majesty the Queen, from the Turkish Ambassador, former Prime Minister Sir Robert Menzies, NZ Prime Minister Mr Rowling, Australian Prime Minister Gough Whitlam and RSL State president Peter Pearson.

The activities were spread over three days, starting on Friday, November 1, when the HMAS Swan berthed and later made open for inspection. During the next three days, naval personnel made their presence felt in many helpful ways.

The next day, a parade of sailors, boy scouts, girl guides and other organisations, led by the combined bands of the 5th Military District and the Navy, marched to the enclosure of the Nurses' Memorial Garden.

PEACE ROSE

The planting of a Peace rose in memory of the Nursing Services completed an impressive ceremony.

The official dinner at the Albany Youth Centre was a fitting climax to the day, and among the 20 distinguished visitors were WA Premier Sir Charles Court and Lady Court.

The welcoming address was given by Mr Harold Smith, the Mayor of Albany, and he was supported by Cr B. E. Lange, president of the Albany Shire Council.

Sir Charles Court responded, supported by RSL State vice-president Len Turner.

The actual Day of Remembrance — Sunday — was brilliantly organised by the Albany Promotion Committee, a joint venture between the Town and the Shire, headed by Dr A. Kaufman.

Dr Kaufman and the other members of the committee had a tremendous amount to do, and they did it to perfection.

The people gathered at the foot of the steps leading to the Memorial on Mt Clarence and followed the Clergy up those steps as a pilgrimage — a long drag for some, but they made it.

ENTIMIES ENDED

When all were seated, the National Flags were hoisted, including one from Turkey, a symbol of old enmities ended that was appreciated by the diggers.

The ceremony reached its climax when the Clergy moved to the very top of the mount and said prayers of dedication. The message from Her Majesty was read and the audience sang "God Save the Queen".

Here are brief excerpts from the messages from Sir Robert Menzies and Turkish Ambassador Hikmet Bensan:

"The human spirit may be turned aside from its normal occupations, it may be called upon to perform great sacrifices, it may have its moments of anger and even its moments of hatred.

"But when these things have settled down into their place, it is the human spirit which is the continuing element in our civilisation." (Menzies.)

"For the Australian Nation, which shares similar feelings of humanity, justice and cooperation, the route from Albany to Gallipoli is now a road of brotherhood, and Turks who come to your beautiful continent by this route are proud to use that historic way. "Ataturk, founder of the Turkish Republic, once said that an ear of wheat is stronger than the sword, meaning that Peace conquered War."" (Hikmet Bensan.)

RSL BALL

The RSL Ball will be held at the Subiaco Civic Centre on Friday, August 15. Make sure you arrange your party early and book through your sub-branch. The number is limited to 400.

Completely modernised for your comfort and convenience

THIS IS THE NEW LOOK RSL SHOP

The shop is under new management and has in stock all the latest in menswear

Our fully experienced staff specialise in personalised service at all times

Call in soon and enjoy the feeling of being well dressed

Your support means continued finance for the War Veterans' Home
TYLER-MOUlTOn-HAIrANA
PO BOX 49
PORT HEDLAND, WA, 6721
Telephone: 73 1513

NANDO-DOREEN, would welcome your patronage at the
AMPOL SERVICE STATION
EXMOUTh
Ice Cold Drinks. Agents for Letz Rent-A-Car
Telephone: Exmouth 49 1052

supa stk
the most versatile chair in Australia
The Supa Stak chair is a strong polypropylene shell mounted on an ingeniously designed frame which stacks vertically.
supa furn
COMMERCIAL DIVISION
Telephone: 46 2414

HARVEY HEARING AIDS
FORREST PLACE, PERTH, 6000
Telephone: 25 7440
Call in and See our large range of well known aids.
Also at:
JOHN LOBB — MIDLAND
WILEYS PHARMACY — FREMANTLE
LAURIES PHARMACY — ROCKINGHAM

RSL MEMBERS
SHOP WHERE YOUR MONEY BUYS BEST

DEEN'S FOUR SQUARE STORE
42 ANGOVE ROAD
ALBANY, WA
Telephone: 41 1210

Compliments to all RSL Members from...

R. M. & K. M. A. DJUKIC
Automotive Repairs and Service to all Makes and Models Cars, Trucks and Tractors
PETROL AND DIESEL
Telephone: 61 1274. After Hours
77 JOHNSTON STREET, BRUCE ROCK

Best Wishes from...

F. R. JASPER & CO
EARTHMOVING CONTRACTORS
All Classes of Earthmoving — Front End Loaders for Hire
Heavy Cartage
4 GRAEME STREET
KALGOORLIE, WA
Telephone: 21 2989

Don't Let Beer Get the Best of You — Get the Best of Beer from the

MARVEL LOCH HOTEL
PETER AND LUCY TEMPRA, Props
Good Clean Accommodation.
Recommended to all RSL Members for full support.
SOVIET SEA POWER AND THE INDIAN OCEAN

By Commodore W. B. M. MARKS, CBE, DSC, RAN (Rtd)

In these early days of 1975, when we are all suffering from the dual evils of inflation and recession, we are inclined to dwell on day-to-day events to the exclusion of such important long-term considerations as defence and the strength of the armed services.

But defence is a vital issue for the future welfare and prosperity of Australia and the Indian Ocean is rapidly becoming one of the most sensitive areas from a defence aspect.

Recent events and decisions underline the existing instability throughout this area as the following brief list will indicate:
- the further withdrawal of British forces from east of Suez;
- the energy crisis precipitated by the Arab States in the Middle East;
- the successful nuclear test undertaken by India;
- the presence of Soviet naval vessels in the Indian Ocean;
- the projected build-up of a US naval support facility at Diego Garcia;
- the instability of the numerous "emerging" nations around the Ocean;
- the growing importance of the trade routes to all Western Nations;
- the rapid clearing of the Suez Canal.

NOT TENABLE

It is now becoming most apparent that the hopeful view expressed by a number of nations including India and Australia, that the Indian Ocean should become a "nuclear free zone" and a "zone of peace" is no longer tenable.

It is already an area of conflicting interests and could well become an area of conflict within the foreseeable future.

For nearly a quarter of a century after the close of the Second World War, the Indian Ocean was virtually a naval vacuum and no powerful nation maintained naval forces of any significance in the area.

However, early in 1968, Soviet naval units began to establish themselves on the western seaboard of the Indian and, today, Russia maintains an average of about 30 naval vessels, including surface combat ships, auxiliaries and submarines.

It is true that the Soviet Union has, as yet, no major naval base in the Indian Ocean, but the naval facilities available to the USSR are progressively increasing and already include the following:
- an extensive naval communication station near Berbera in Somalia, with extensive port facilities;
- a number of permanent mooring buoys near Socotra and in the Chagos Archipelago;
- port facilities at Aden and in other friendly countries along the northern and western seaboard.

WELL-POSITIONED

The Soviet is already well-positioned to exert some influence on the trade routes from the Middle East, including those used for shipping crude oil to the Western nations, and it is certain that, when the Suez Canal is opened in the near future, Russia's maritime influence in the Middle East will be greatly strengthened.

In this second half of the 20th Century, sea power does not consist of powerful naval forces alone but also embraces such broader aspects as a large merchant marine, oceanography, hydrography and marine research aided by a fishing fleet.

It is probably self-evident that any great maritime nation must have a sound economy and modern technology.

The Soviet Union qualifies in every way as a great maritime power as can be seen from the following statements:

The Soviet Navy: Under the guidance and drive of the Commander-in-Chief, Admiral of the Fleet, Sergei Georgievich Gorskov, the USSR has built the second largest and the most modern navy in the world today, and about 90 percent of the ships less than ten years old.

Naval surface units include three aircraft or helicopter carriers, about 12 cruisers, forty destroyers and 160 patrol boats, all of which are fitted with tactical missiles, proven to be both accurate and lethal.

The submarine fleet consists of about 400 submarines, of which about 25 percent are nuclear propelled. Some are fitted for firing strategic nuclear missiles.

Russia's Merchant Fleet: This consists of about 16 million deadweight tons and for purposes of comparison is about twice as large as that of the United States. More than 50 percent of the ships are less than five years old and it is planned to increase the size of this fleet to 20 million tons by 1980.

Broadly speaking these ships trade to 1000 ports in 100 countries and, as we well know, the Russians are adept at cutting across established freight rates to the detriment of other seafaring nations.

The Russian Fishing Fleet: This includes more than 4000 ships and comprises about 20,000 vessels of all sizes. These ships operate world-wide with their own refrigeration and canning facilities and the annual catch is estimated at more than six million tons.

The Soviet's Marine Research: This undertaking is supported by more than 200 hydrographic and oceanographic ships in commission, employing about 9000 oceanographers and other technicians.

This is the substance of Soviet seapower which is playing an ever increasing role in furtherance of Soviet ambitions.

POSSIBLE THREAT

In considering the potential threat of the USSR's naval presence in the Indian Ocean, we must remember that about 40 percent of Australia's imports and more than 50 percent of our exports, including about 80 percent of our overseas crude oil requirements, use the Indian Ocean trade routes and any interference to this flow of trade would have serious repercussions on our economy.

Too often we are inclined to discount and ridicule this potential threat and explain it away in a comforting and reassuring manner to the effect that the Soviet's main interest in the Indian Ocean lies in containing her Communist adversary China and is using her powerful navy to this end only.

It must be emphasised that the mere presence of Russian warships presents a very real threat to our vital seaborne trade and, possibly, also to the growing utilisation of our offshore resources to the detriment of our economic prosperity and future security.

This is the situation at a time when Australia's defence policy is preoccupied by a "no threat for 15 years" principle, when the RAN is being progressively reduced in strength, when the construction of the Naval Support Facility at Garden Island has been slowed down and when the morale of the fighting services is being undermined.

Surely the time has now come for a drastic re-appraisal of Australia's defence policy in order to ensure that, through treaties and alliances with friendly maritime powers, a proper balance of naval forces is maintained in the Indian Ocean.
GALLIPOLI: THE 60TH ANNIVERSARY

NATIONHOOD and IMMORTALITY

Since April 25, 1915, the name of Gallipoli has been a magic word for all Australians, for it was at that place and on that day that the sacrifice of many of our sons gave us full status as a nation and earned immortality for the troops who fought as Anzacs.

Not that Gallipoli in itself was or is in any way remarkable. It is only a few barren acres of impossible terrain, yet it was here that 30,000 men lived for a brief but glorious period, fought with incredible bravery and, in many cases, died.

Human endurance had no greater challenge, human fortitude has had no greater victory. This message must be passed on to succeeding generations.

This baptism of fire became an epic feat of arms, in which the Australian and New Zealand Forces showed magnificent courage and a morale which was never broken.

And so it is most fitting, as there will not be an issue of Listening Post in April, that the tradition, which for so many years has set an example for all those who in other times and other places have been called to serve, be recorded in this issue.

NOBLY UPHeld

It could be said that the Gallipoli campaign forged traditions for the Australians and New Zealand armed forces that were nobly upheld during the 1939-45, Korean, Borneo and Vietnam wars.

The proud past demands that the ideals and freedom of this country be guarded, not for selfish reasons, but because of the heritage which has been passed on at the cost of sacrifice and service.

C. E. W. Bean concluded his official history with the following comment:

"Though the expeditionary forces of the two Dominions were only in their infancy, and afterwards fought with success in greater and more costly battles, no campaign was so identified with them as this.

"In no unreal sense it was on the 25th of April, 1915, that the consciousness of Australian nationhood was born."

WAR PENSIONER BENEFITS

Government To Hold Inquiry...

The Government committee that will inquire into pensioner concessions and benefits have asked the RSL for help in its deliberations.

We have made the necessary submissions to the committee and have advised it that we will not be appointing a representative to appear before the committee members.

Proposals were made in the 1974 budget for general increases in war disability pensions and allowances, and it was confirmed that these increases would be payable early in November, 1974.

Here are a few interesting statistics showing the kind of activity that goes on at Anzac House:

- Number of consultations held to assist members, from January to October, 1974 — 609;
- Preparation and presentation of appeals to Entitlement Appeal Tribunals — 126;
- Preparation and assistance at Assessment Appeal Tribunals — 123;
- Hospital visits by corps of hospital visitors — 823.
- The number of members of the hospital corps is seven, plus Miss Doyle, who has been on the sick list for some months.

HOSPITAL PROJECT

In announcing that Cabinet had approved in principle a project in connection with a repatriation hospital in Brisbane that would cost $11.5 million, Senator Wheeldon made several important comments.

"In line with Government policy, the hospital treats civilian patients where there is spare capacity after the needs of entitled beneficiaries are met," he said.

"About 600 civilian patients have been treated so far at the Greenslopes hospital, and serving members of the forces are also treated there.

"Spare capacity arising at any time in the radiology, pathology and other specialised units is on offer to State hospitals.

"Discussions are proceeding with the State Health Authority on the establishment of an emergency-casualty centre at the hospital to help local needs."

Then the Senator continued:

"THIS I MUST EMPHASISE, IN NO WAY TAKES AWAY FROM WHAT IS AVAILABLE TO REPATRIATION BENEFICIARIES. THEY ARE THE FIRST RESPONSIBILITY OF THE DEPARTMENT."

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Torchbearers for Legacy have now moved to Elders Building (ground floor), 2 William Street, Perth. The phone numbers are 21 9322 and 21 9323.

The postal address remains the same: Box N1087, GPO, Perth, WA, 6001.
The Question of a New Category

The desirability of widening the eligibility qualifications for membership of the RSL is a question that has become almost a hardy annual. Now the matter has been raised again, following a move by the Victorian Branch of the League.

Victoria has introduced an additional form of membership, to cater for those who had served in the Armed Forces but who were not eligible for full RSL membership but who were eager to be associated with the League and help and share in the work it does.

These members are called "service members" and the main conditions of membership are as follows:
- Pays same subscription as ordinary members;
- Must have served not less than 28 days in the Armed Services;
- Total number of Service Members in any sub-branch is limited to three-quarters of the number of ordinary members;
- No Service Member may be elected to any office or committee of his sub-branch.
- He is not entitled to vote or participate in any discussions at any meeting of the sub-branch.
- Service Members will not be counted in arriving at the annual entitlement of a sub-branch to have delegates at the Annual Congress.
- No person entitled to ordinary membership may become a Service Member. A special lapel badge and financial crown is provided for the Service Member. All rules as regards capitation, fees, membership of licensed clubs, expulsion for misconduct as applied to ordinary members of the League similarly apply to Service Members.

NATIONAL CONGRESS

At the 1974 National Congress, held in Melbourne, a resolution was put forward by Victoria which reads:
"That National Congress implement Service Membership of the RSL in all States on the following uniform basis." Then the rules which are given briefly above are listed.

The result of this resolution was that National Congress resolved: "Passed in principle, subject to review by State branches and final consideration by an extraordinary national congress."

This is an important issue and it will have to be discussed at our Annual Congress and a decision reached as to what should be the view of WA on the matter.

All sub-branches in the State have received copies of the resolution and the full text of the rules as proposed. Every member is asked to fully acquaint himself on the subject and sub-branches are asked to be in a position to be ready to state their views when the time comes to do so.

ORIGIN OF A TERM

WELL, WHO EXACTLY WAS MATILDA?

The time — early in the 19th century; the place — somewhere in East Gippsland, Victoria; the people — Joe, a swaggie, Matilda, the girl he loved, and her irascible father.

Just why was he irascible? Joe had just asked permission to marry the lovely Matilda.
"What?" said Dad. "Let her marry a common swaggie, who can't even offer her a shack to live in. Do you think I'd let you go a-waltzing Matilda all over the countryside?"

But it didn't matter what Dad said. Joe and Matilda were married and she became Victoria's first woman awangle, the pair of them living almost an idyllic existence wandering round the bush roads of the fertile Gippsland country.

Well-known and respected, Mr and Mrs Swaggie Joe (the only names they were known by) spent many years together but eventually the spring went out of their step and they were other signs that they were growing old.

Offered a home by friends, both refused, saying that they would see out the rest of their days in the great outdoors.

INEVITABLE END

Finally, the day came when Matilda took ill and died. Joe dug a grave and buried her at the foot of a gum tree; then he packed up his swag.

As he fastened it over his shoulder, he addressed it by the name of Bluey (traditionally used by sundowners to describe their pack) and said:
"Ah, well, Bluey, you'll have to be Matilda from now on, and we'll wait alongside until the end."

"Waltzing the bluey" already was the swaggies' idiom for humping his pack, and it didn't take long before they adopted Swaggie Joe's new phrase "waltzing Matilda."

There are other versions of the origin of the term, but this one, recounted by Bill Beatty in "A Treasury of Australian Folk Tales and Traditions," is the most convincing.

When A. B. (Banjo) Paterson later wrote the poem and it was put to music, it became Australia's national song.

Banjo wrote the song in 1896, recited it to a Miss Christina McPherson who, in turn, told the poet that she had heard a tune that appeared to her ideal for the words.

OLD MARCHING AIR

The two of them sat down at a harmonium and completed the job on the same day. The tune is an old Rochester marching air of the Marlborough Wars (the ones that produced the battles of Blenheim, Ramillies, Oudenarde and Malplaquet).

The music was set in its present arrangement by Marie Cowan in 1903.

There are four verses in "Waltzing Matilda" and these are the first four lines:
"Once a jolly swagman camped beside a billabong,
Under the shade of a coolibah tree,
And he sang as he sat and waited till his boilied.
Who'll come a-waltzing Matilda with me?"

Farewell, Swaggie Joe; farewell Matilda. You are enshrined in Australian history.
Best Wishes to all Members and Families from...

RAILWAY HOTEL
DONNYBROOK

When Travelling South Call in and Meet Mine Host BILL SMITH, Who will Make you Feel at Home over an Ice Cold Beer.

Telephone: (097) 31 1013

Best Wishes to the Bunbury RSL from the Managements and Staff at the...

CLIFTON BEACH MOTEL
SELF CONTAINED, SINGLE, DOUBLE, TWIN UNITS
Close to Shopping and Beach. Dining Room. All Conveniences.

2 MOLLOY STREET, BUNBURY
Telephone: Bunbury 21 2521

Best Wishes to all Members of the RSL

WESTERN COLLIERIES LTD

A PROGRESSIVE AND EXPANDING COMPANY
VITAL TO ALL THE INTERESTS OF COLLIE

Best Wishes to all Members, families and friends from...

EXCHANGE HOTEL
GREENBUSHES

Telephone: 64 3509

Mine Host: C. G. BROCK
A Place to Rest for the Thirsty Traveller

Best Wishes to all Members when Traveling to Perth Stay at

COMO BEACH CARAVAN PARK
(3 miles from City Centre)


4 EDNAH STREET, COMO, WA
Telephone: 67 1286
WITH THE WOMEN’S AUXILIARY

WHEN A LITTLE MEANS A GREAT DEAL

Though it is some time since members of the State executive were busy packing 1300 parcels of Christmas Cheer, it is topical to report some of the repercussions of our effort and to realise just how much our gifts meant to the recipients.

The parcels were personally delivered by the ladies to ex-service men and women in hospitals and nursing homes and those who distributed them considered themselves well rewarded by the grateful and sometimes tearful thanks.

It is when we receive letters such as those which follow that we know how greatly the gifts were appreciated and our thanks go to the auxiliaries for the donations that made the Christmas distribution so successful.

Here are two of the letters:

Dear Madam,

I write a note of sincere thanks for your Christmas gift left by one of your wonderful workers, and may I quote from the late Sir Winston Churchill, which exemplifies your long and sustained noble work. "Never did so few do so much for so many" and I add, for so long. Thanks again and may God bless you all.

Yours faithfully,
THOS TAIT (80 years old).

Dear Madam,

Whilst in hospital a few days ago, a member of the RSL Women’s Auxiliary called and conveyed the season’s greetings and left a nice parcel of toiletries.

I accordingly send my appreciation and in turn wish the Auxiliary all success during the coming year.

I am one of the 1914-1918 group, and have been active in the RSL for many years, but this is the first time that I have been on the receiving end.

Thank you ladies.

Yours sincerely,
REG WOOD.

During December, our State president, State treasurer, executive members and I had much pleasure in accepting invitations to functions from sub-branches, auxiliaries and kindred associations.

CONFERENCE

Conference will be held in July and we want to make it enjoyable, so start thinking of some items for the agenda.

Let’s make an effort to send a delegate so that we have a good representation of auxiliaries.

Some of the executive ladies could find accommodation for delegates, so write as soon as possible so that arrangements can be made.

Madge and I enjoyed our holidays and would like to thank Vennie and Maiela for holding the fort for us.

Both of us returned with plenty of photographs, and we have already had a get-together to show the slides.

What a complete contrast — Madge with her snow and wonderful scenes in England and Europe, and I with the wildflowers and majestic beauty of the centre and north of our own country.

We have received numerous comments on the new “Listening Post”, and all say that they like the new format of our notes.

Best wishes to you all from State Executive.

A.R.M.S. Games Will Start Show

The 1975 Archbishop Riley Memorial Shield games will start this month, and probably by the time this issue of the Listening Post is read some games will already have been played.

Metropolitan sub-branches are asked to make a special effort to get their teams together and enjoy the harmony and fellowship so evident in previous years and previous competitions.

The entry fee this year will be $5.00 per team, and each member will pay 20 cents a night to defray the cost of refreshments.

The programme includes competition in darts, table tennis, bridge (12 games), quoits and rifle shooting.

Each team will nominate its own Sports Director, who will work in conjunction with the opposite team and arrange the refreshments for the evening.

The first semi-final will be played on Wednesday, June 7, the second on Thursday, June 15, the finals on Wednesday, June 21, and the grand finals on Wednesday, June 28.

The finals will be played in the Lesser Hall, Anzac House.
TALLOMAN PTY LTD
Manufacturers of:
TALLOW — MEAT MEAL — PRIME BEEF DRIPPING
Buyers of Fat and Bones
LAKES ROAD, BUSHMEAD
Telephone: 74 3755

CUBALLING HOTEL
First Grade Accommodation at Sensible Prices — Friendly
Bar Service always a Cold Beer on Tap
BRIAN & WENDY MOULTON
Your Hosts
ARTON, CUBALLING
Telephone: 83 6032

West's Glazing Service
Specialists in Shower Screens — Aluminium Doors and
Windows
Manufacturers of Aluminium Windows, Fly Screen Doors and
Aluminium Fly Screens
SUPPLIERS OF SOLAR-X GLAZING
218 ROWE STREET
GERALDTON, WA
Telephone: 21 1330, AH: 23 1344
Postal Address: PO Box 1057, Geraldton

Best Wishes from...
INLAND CITY HOTEL
FORREST STREET, KALGOORLIE
Call in and meet Mine Hosts: KEITH and JAN BURLEY
Warm hospitality and cold lager
Mixed Social Darts on Friday Nights.
Cooked Chickens
Telephone: 21 2401

For all Your Liquor Supplies Ring
MAX REID at
THE LANSDOWNE LIQUOR CENTRE
Full Range of Bottle Stocks, for your Party or Function
Wines — Spirits — Local and Interstate Beers — Prompt
Deliveries — Personal Attention — Kegs, Equipment and
Stewards for Party Service
33 SIXTH AVENUE; SOUTH PERTH
Telephone: 67 2178

Best Wishes to all from...
MANJIMUP HOME FURNISHINGS
ROSE STREET, MANJIMUP
Telephone: 71 1819
Stockists of a large range of:
• HIGH CLASS FURNISHINGS • BEDDING, FLOOR
   COVERINGS, ETC
LAY-BY OR TIME PAYMENT
FREE DELIVERY

MIDDLEWICKS
Manufacturing and Retail Jewellers. Trophies. Jewellery
Diamond Rings, Watches, Clocks, Silverware, Crystal, etc.
DISCOUNT UP TO 30%
42 WICKHAM STREET, EAST PERTH
(off Bennett Street)
Telephone: 25 6220
Box J687

RAVENSTHORPE HOTEL
IRENE & JOE HALL — Props
Fully Air Conditioned Motel
Accommodation
Each Unit Self Contained
Electric Blankets
Telephone: Ravensthorpe 53
For Reservations
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Sub-branches and the Aged Fund benefited by more than $2000 over the previous year when the count was made for Poppy Day, 1974.

In 1973, sales of poppies reached the respectable total of $10,322. In 1974, the total was boosted to $12,124.

This money will go a long way towards ameliorating the hard lot of these ex-servicemen and women who have struck it rough in the present unfavourable economic conditions.

Sub-branches will now be able to see that their mates are not in need during this crisis.

Most metropolitan sub-branches reported an increase in sales, but many collectors were sad and a little ashamed to see that not all those wearing an RSL badge were also sporting a poppy.

On the other hand, it was pleasant to see that there were a large number of young people prepared to support a most worthy cause.

It is up to all of us to keep in mind always the words of a dying soldier in the Great War of 1914-18 — “Never lose faith in the dead” — and it is up to us all to try to make this year’s appeal even more successful.

Remember the last lines of John McCrae’s moving poem:

"Take up our quarrel with the foe,
To you from failing hands we throw
The torch; be yours to hold it high.
If ye break faith with us who die,
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders fields."

We thank all those who contributed in any way to the success of the 1974 appeal.

Mrs Stuart and Mrs Constantine are hard at it during preparation for Poppy Day sales. They are sorting and counting the poppies for distribution to sub-branches.

NEW APPOINTMENT

Mr Col Williams (pictured) was appointed Deputy Commissioner of Repatriation and Compensation Department in Western Australia on 28th October, 1974. Mr Williams’ association with the Repatriation Department goes back to 1946.

He has held senior positions in the Branch Office, Victoria, RGH Heidelberg, and Central Office. He was Deputy Commissioner in Tasmania from 1969 to 1974.

Mr Williams served in the 2/106 General Transport Coy in New Guinea, Moratai and Borneo and was mentioned in despatches.

He attained the rank of Captain in the AIF and served in the CMF as a Major.
Best Wishes to Members, Families and Friends from...

P. & P. M. STEVANOVICH
20 DURO ROAD
SOUTH FREMANTLE, WA
Continental Smallgoods, Confectionery
Agents for Commonwealth Savings Bank
Telephone: 35 2640

Best Wishes to all Personnel from...
MR and MRS DENNIS JOHNSTON of the
AMPOL MANJIMUP ROADHOUSE
Always Service with a Smile to All Our Customers while Travelling South
Telephone: Manjimup 71 1892

Best Wishes to all RSL Members their friends and families from the Management and Staff at...

P. D. & J. H. RUSSELL
DRAPERS
83 SOUTH WEST HIGHWAY
WAROONA, WA
Men's and Ladies Wear — Children's and Teenage Casual Togs
Telephone: WAROONA 33 1362

Best Wishes to all RSL Members their families and friends from...

WHITTAKERS
TIMBER AND HARDWARE MERCHANTS
271 TREASURE ROAD, WELSHPOOL
Telephone: 68 3933, 68 7155
520 HAY STREET, SUBIACO
Telephone: 81 3555
RESIDENCES:
Marketing Manager: J. M. McLURE: 68 1304
Production Manager: J. D. HADLOW 24 4507
Finance Controller: R. D. COLLISTER 87 3304
Assistant Production Manager: C. R. L. HUXTABLE 57 1274
Superintendent South West: A. BUCKLEY (095) 25 2214
Hardware Manager: W. ROBINSON 93 2308

Best Wishes to Members.

RIFICI & ERRICHETTI
Furniture:
58 FRANCIS STREET, PERTH
Telephone: 28 5370, 28 4785
Carpets Electrical:
75 ABERDEEN STREET, PERTH
Telephone: 28 5219, 28 6642

Best Wishes to all Members from...

RENTON & PERROTT
ENGINEERING
109 FROBISHER ROAD
OSBORNE PARK
Telephone: 24 6459

Best Wishes to all RSL Members their friends and families from

THERMAL INDUSTRIES PTY LTD
3 MALLAND STREET, MYAREE
Telephone: 30 5466

POWELL S. C. and J. I.
CARTAGE CONTRACTORS
LOCAL AND LONG DISTANCE
HEAVY HAULAGE

4 WINFIELD STREET, LYNWOOD
Telephone: 68 5985
"ANZAC" AND "DIGGER"

We Owe "ANZAC" to him

Though the words "Anzac" and "Digger" are essentially Australian and possibly wouldn't be understood in too many countries outside Australia, it is probable that one of the words was coined by an English cypher clerk and was made up in Cairo.

This is the word "Anzac". It wasn't an official Army contraction for "Australian and New Zealand Army Corps", though obviously it is derived from the initials of those six words.

On Christmas Eve, 1914, General Birdwood, who had been appointed to command an Army corps of Australian and NZ forces, forwarded to Major-General Bridges (Australia) and Major-General Godley (NZ) his proposal to form the combined corps.

He asked them to propose a name for the corps and accepted their choice.

ON THE STATIONERY

The first stationery of the new corps bore the heading "A and NZ Army Corps".

Major C. M. Wagstaff, a member of General Birdwood's staff, strolled into the Cairo headquarters and told the clerks, nearly all Englishmen, that he was looking for a codeword for the new corps.

The clerks and others dutifully pondered and one of them (his name lost to history) looked at the letterheads and said: "What about Anzac?".

And that was the way one of the great words of military history came into being — unnoticed and unrealised, because at first it was merely a simple, convenient word for Army telegraphic messages and despatches.

As the term filtered through to the troops, it began to be used in Australian and overseas newspapers and gradually, through the immortal deeds of the "diggers", became embedded in military history.

"DIGGER" CLAIMANTS

Many claims have been made about the origin of the word "digger" as applied to Australian soldiers. Most people think that it was applied to them because as soon as they arrived at a place they had to dig trenches, literally by the mile.

Probably the original term was "diggin'" (from "diamond diggin'"), a slang word meaning to dig in the goldfields. When miners swarmed to the new Australian goldfields in the 1850s, the term was adopted by the diggers as a description of their activities.

One of the rare examples of civil war in Australia — the battle of the Eureka Stockade — was fought on Sunday, December 3, 1854, when the diggers of Ballarat, entrenched behind the stockade, defied the police and soldiers and 176 infantry in what they considered was a fight for liberty and justice.

Here's a poem about it:

"Bloodhounds were soon let loose, with grog imbued, And murder stained that Sunday! Sunday morning! The Southern Cross in diggers' gore imbrued, Was torn away, and left the diggers mourning."

Certainly not the best of poetical efforts, but it does suggest that the diggers of the Eureka Stockade were the fore-runners of the diggers of Anzac.

CAPTAIN SANDY

When a brilliant pacer named Captain Sandy won the second of his Inter-Domination Championships in Perth, there were few who knew that the name honoured a war hero who frequently used the word "digger" and who is often credited with first bringing it into popularity.

He was Captain, later Lieut-Colonel Sandy, DSO, who invariably greeted Australian soldiers with the words "Good-day, digger."

Even today, when we are not happily at war with anyone, the word is in common usage as a salutation to a friend.

CAME THE DAWN

BUT WHO FIRST THOUGHT OF IT?

"At the going down of the sun and in the morning, we will remember them." Yes, we remember who went to war and did not come back, and we will always remember them.

But the ways in which we remember them — by the dimming of the lights in our RSL clubs in the evenings, and by the dawn services on Anzac Day when the sun slowly rises to dissipate the chill of the early morning and we think of those for whom the sun set so many, many years before.

Who first thought of a Dawn Service on Anzac Day? Perhaps not one person in ten thousand would know.

Mr. R. J. Neall, who was chairman of the committee which arranged the inaugural Anzac Day ceremony in Albany in 1920, believes that the man who made the first suggestion of an early morning service was the Padre of the 44th Battalion, Arthur Ernest White.

Mr Neall, who had the honour of making the address at the 1920 ceremony, was unable to speak of the Anzac Day landing from personal experience. He was a member of the 44th — the Eggs-a-Cook-Battalion.

But he was able to talk about the first convoy of troops which left Albany in 1914. It comprised 28 Australian troops, 12 New Zealand troops and three warships.

LAST SIGHT

The possibility of a dawn service was mentioned three years after the first Anzac Day ceremony, in 1923, when Padre White said to Mr Neall: "Albany was the last sight of land these troops saw after leaving Australian shores and some of them never returned. We should hold a service at the first light of dawn on Anzac Day to commemorate them."

Those who heard him saw the symbolism and the significance of the suggestion and arrangements were quickly made to carry out the proposal.

At 5 o'clock on the morning of Anzac Day, 1923, about 20 people climbed up the rugged track to the summit of Mt Clarence and arrived there "as the rosy dawn broke over the bay."

From a boat in the bay a wreath was cast upon the seas, and the Padre raised his hands in the sign of the Cross and said: "As the sun rises and goeth down, we will remember them."

This, then, was the birth of the Dawn Service as it is known throughout the world today: and it has been conducted annually ever since.

WREATH

The casting of the wreath on the waters of the bay was one feature of the ceremony that regrettably — some think — was discontinued, and Dr Harahan, a well-known and highly respected Albany medical practitioner, was the last RSL officer to perform this particular function.

Mr Neall suggested that a memorial granite fence should be erected near the memorial at the St John's Church of England in York Street.

His idea was that the memorial fence would commemorate the introduction of the Dawn Service, a ceremony that has now become an integral part of RSL history and tradition.

And what happened to Padre Arthur Ernest White?

After his retirement from the Army, he joined the brotherhood of the Church of England and later was Rector of Albany from 1925 to 1935.

At the time of the 1923 ceremony, he was also Rector, but only in a relieving capacity, taking the place of the Rev. Arandash.

So, more than 50 years after the 1923 ceremony, we are pleased to pay a belated tribute — posthumous, unfortunately — to the Rev. A. E. White.
ROMAN FORUM
STEAK HOUSE AND
RESTAURANT
Wine, Dine and Dance, Finest Steak and A La Carte Menu.
Fully Licensed. Sunday Family Night. The Ideal Place for
Parties
410 OXFORD STREET, MOUNT HAWTHORN
Telephone: 24 7586
If no answer ring 24 5526

Best Wishes to all RSL Members from...

ADELAIDE TIMBER CO PTY LTD
(WA)
SERVING THE SOUTH WEST
For all Timber Supplies and Hardware
BUSSELTON 52 1408
Also at:
WILGA 66 1041 — WITCHCLIFFE 274

GREETINGS TO ALL FROM...

HOTEL COMO
CANNING HIGHWAY, COMO, WA
HARRY BURNS, Licensee
- HOME DELIVERIES
- DRIVE-IN BOTTLE DEPT
Daily Lunches 12 pm-2 pm. Smorgasbord Sunday 12 pm-
2 pm
Telephone: 67 6666

Best Wishes to all RSL Members from...

R. L. and B. BURNS
CARNARVON
Telephone: 41 8105
NORTH WEST COASTAL HIGHWAY
PO BOX 647
USE Mobil and KEEP MOBILE!
Daily River Deliveries to all Plantations
Quotes for Large Bulk Supplies to Seismic and Oil Drilling
Companies and Contractors

Best Wishes to all RSL Members from...

DOWERIN MOTORS
- For all Your Farm Machinery
- International Harvester Dealers

Telephone: 245. AH: 293

Best Wishes to all RSL Members from...

HOTEL PINGRUP PTY LTD
For clean accommodation — Friendly service —
Excellent cuisine — Cold beer always on tap
PINGRUP, WA
Phone: 20 1041 Reservations

Best Wishes to all RSL Members their families and friends
from the Management and Staff at...

EDWARDS SHEET METAL
MANUFACTURERS
GUTHRIE STREET, OSBORNE PARK
Telephone: 46 5531
Proud to be Associated with the RSL

This space kindly donated by...

T. R. & K. C. FAIRLESS
GENERAL STORE — SOUTHERN CROSS
Come in and see Kath and Ron for all your household needs

PHONE: SOUTHERN CROSS 29
Representations for more adequate defence of the Western seaboard were made by RSL National Headquarters to the Australian Government and an answer from the Government has been received.

A second submission from the WA branch seeking a speeding-up of work at the Cockburn Naval Base has also been answered.

Mr W. L. Morrison, the Minister assisting the Minister for Defence, stresses the need for security and says, inter alia: "The surveillance programme for strictly defence purposes cannot, of course be discussed, and a similar embargo must apply to details of patrols for civil purposes if they are to achieve their objective."

The WA branch submitted that the inadequate defence of the Western seaboard should be brought to the Government's notice, and a demand was made for more reconnaissance aircraft and naval patrol vessels, together with the provision of a first-class military base.

Mr Morrison said that systematic patrols had been instituted as a routine matter, and special Services assistance had been provided whenever there was a demonstrated need "for a sustained effort in a particular place or at a particular time."

He said that the anticipated date for the completion of construction at the Naval Base was December, 1978. After that date, it will be possible, he added, to base ships for extended periods at Cockburn Sound.

NO CHANGE IN NAME

The proposal that ships of the Australian Navy should be known as "Australasian Defence Vessels instead of Her Majesty's Australian Ships will not be adopted.

Minister for Defence Lance Barnard said that our naval vessels will still be prefixed by the initials "HMAS". So "ADV" is out.

The possibility of NZ war veterans (resident in Australia) being given certain preferential treatment in relation to reparation and compensation has been raised by the RSL with Minister for Repatriation and Compensation Senator Wheeldon.

The Senator also received representation along the same lines from the NZ Minister in Charge of War Pensions.

The Senator said that veterans from NZ or from any other Commonwealth country did not qualify unless they were living in Australia prior to enlistment.

He also said that Australian veterans in general were not eligible for benefits in NZ.

It is anticipated that the National Health Scheme, which the Labor Government plans to introduce will cover everyone resident in Australia, whether they are war veterans or not, and the Senator has advised the NZ Minister to this effect.

The Treasurer has already announced that the Government intends, in the autumn of 1975, to extend eligibility for service pension to veterans who served in the armed forces of any Commonwealth country.

A condition for eligibility will be for the veteran to have at least ten years residence in Australia.

TRAINING SCHEMES

All the training schemes previously available through the Repatriation Department have now been incorporated under the Department of Labour and Immigration within the National Employment and Training System.

Limitations on training periods which were part of the existing schemes have been removed. Furthermore, provisions have been made to pay special allowances to assist the training of handicapped and disadvantaged persons.

The following ex-service training schemes have been incorporated in the new scheme:

- That National Service Vocational Training Scheme; the former Regular Servicemen's Vocational Training; the Disabled Members' Training; and the War Widows and Defence Widows' Training.

ADOPTION PROJECT

Headquarters reports that on the recent visit to Malaysia for the opening of the new building for the Ex-Services Association of Malaysia the Australian visitors met many of the widows and children who had been adopted by the RSL and Women's Auxiliaries.

All were deeply impressed with the youngsters and with the efforts their mothers were making to ensure a proper standard of living for them.

It was emphasised that the adopted families should be given every chance to learn about the people who were interested in them.

The SA branch has forwarded books on South Australia, one for each of the six families it has adopted, and it is suggested that other State branches should take similar action.

LEGAL HELP

The Australian Legal Aid Office is now operating at the ground floor, Scottish Amicable House, 246 St George's Terrace, Perth.

The Office replaces the Legal Service Bureau, which previously gave advice to returned servicemen and their dependants. Advice is free and further legal assistance is given if necessary and is subject to a means test.

A clinic operates each morning from 8.30 am to 1 pm, Monday to Friday. An appointment is not needed during these hours and clients are advised on a first-come, first-served basis.

Appointments are given in the afternoons only for those who cannot attend in the morning.

In special circumstances it may be possible to arrange for a lawyer to visit those persons seeking advice who are incapacitated and cannot attend at the office. Additionally, inquiries can be dealt with by correspondence.

RECIPE CORNER

Apple Slice — Extra Good with Cream

INGREDIENTS — PASTRY: 5oz butter; 5oz sugar; 1 teaspoon vanilla essence; 1 egg yolk; 1 1/2 tablespoons water; 1 1/2 cups self-raising flour; 1 cup plain flour.

INGREDIENTS — FILLING: 6 large apples; 1 teaspoon grated lemon rind; 1/4 cup sugar; 1 teaspoon cinnamon; 1 tablespoon butter; 1 tablespoon water.

METHOD: For the pastry — cream butter and sugar, add vanilla, egg yolk and water and beat well. Fold in the sifted flour and knead lightly. Wrap and chill for one hour.

For the filling — peel, core and slice the apples. Place in a pan with the remaining ingredients, and cook gently for about 20 minutes until tender. Drain off excess liquid and cool.

Divide the pastry in two, and roll one piece to line a greased 11in by 7in shallow tray. Spread with the cold apple. Roll the remaining pastry to fit the top. Seal the edges and brush the top with a little water and sprinkle the castor sugar.

Bake at 375deg for about 30min, or until the pastry is cooked and golden.

Serve warm as a dessert, or allow to cool and ice with lemon-flavoured icing, and sprinkle with cinnamon.

It will serve eight people.

PREPARATION TIME: 30 minutes. COOKING TIME: 30 minutes. OVEN TEMPERATURE: 375 degrees.

This is a time-tested recipe, and you will find that everyone loves the apple slice, which is particularly good with cream.
SAILING SHIP AND SCOTTISH VILLAGE

West Point, Sandhurst and Duntroon — almost certainly they are the three best-known military academies in the world, at least as far as Australians are concerned.

Brainwashed by so many US films about West Point and the magnificent soldiers who have graduated from there makes the name a household word wherever movies are shown.

The British equivalent — Sandhurst — keeps cropping up in articles and biographies about almost every English general.

Duntroon — the universally-accepted synonym for the "Australian Royal Military College, Duntroon" — may not be so well known elsewhere in the world but certainly its reputation is sky-high in Australia.

That is, because, like West Point and Sandhurst, it has inculcated into thousands of graduates a tradition of loyalty and service to one's country unsurpassed anywhere.

But the main lesson taught is discipline — strict and simple, hard and just.

RUGGED HIGHLANDS

Why was it called Duntroon? The word is of Scottish origin — a place name that was given to a sailing ship that brought Robert Campbell from the stark rugged highlands of his native Scotland to the equally rugged Australia of the 19th century.

When Campbell settled in Victoria, he gave the name of Duntroon to his pioneer homestead. The rooms of Duntroon House are spacious, sunlit and airy and modern fixtures, fashionable wallpaper and thick carpets have kept it space with the times.

The God-fearing Robert originally lived in the house in comparatively isolated splendour, ruling his household with a rod of iron and instilling into family and servants a wholesome respect for religion and law and order.

The departure of Mr and Mrs Campbell for church each Sunday, followed by their retinue of servants, must have been a sight to see.

The master and mistress were taken in a heavy coach drawn by silver-mounted and crested horses, with footmen sitting on top in bright liveries.

Robert was miles and miles ahead of his time, for in each of the 27 big rooms there was a separate bath. The baths were wheeled into each room that contained a guest and filled with water. Unheard of in those days!

They even had a special room, known as the Governor's Room, in which there was a carved walnut bed, with steps leading up to it.

You might have thought that such a rigid disciplinarian as Robert would be heartily disliked. He wasn't. He was respected and admired, and such was the nature of Mrs Campbell that she was known in the district as the Angel of Mercy.

LORD KITCHENER'S ADVICE

As the years rolled by, the house stayed in the hands of Robert Campbell's descendants till the early part of the 20th century, just about the time when Britain's Commander-in-Chief Lord Kitchener paid us a visit.

Kitchener, the hero of Khartoum, must have had some foreknowledge of the storm that was brewing in Europe — later to develop into the Great War of 1914-18 — and he advised the Australian Government of the need for a training centre for its military leaders.

Duntroon House was obviously an ideal site, and the Government acted quickly on the noble lord's advice.

Which proves that governments sometimes DO make wise moves — and Duntroon is one of them.

THE RSL BADGE

SIGNIFICANT IN FIVE DIFFERENT WAYS

Ever looked at an RSL badge? Really taken it in your hand and studied it? Have you ever paused to realise the full significance of something that is part and parcel of RSL life?

It's in three colours — red, white and blue; in the centre, sailor, soldier and airman march together; and round the rim it can be seen the rose, the leek, the thistle and the shamrock.

Not wealth, nor influence, nor social standing can purchase this badge, which may be won with honour only by those who have served in an operational theatre in Her Majesty's Forces.

The badge remains a symbol of its wearer's readiness at all times to serve the Queen and help his former comrades in arms.

In three more ways, the badge is full of meaning.

The leek is the emblem of Wales, the rose of England, the thistle of Scotland and the shamrock of Ireland, and their presence on the badge is the symbol of unity between these countries when they were "home" for so many Australians who answered the call.

The colours represent the blood ties that exist between comrades and members — red; the purity of motive that leads men to join the league — white; and the willingness to help a comrade in need anywhere beneath our bright Australian sky — blue.

The red, white and blue are the colours also of our own Australian flag.

Never take your badge for granted.
DONT' DROP IT!

"THERE IS ONLY ONE SHAME—THAT IS FAILING A HUMAN BEING WHEN HE NEEDS YOU"
Don't Let Beer Get the Best of You — Get the Best of Beer at

NYABING INN
Mine Host: CLIFF HARRISON

First Class Accommodation — Moderate Tariff — Fine Food — Warm Hospitality — Cold Lager

Telephone: 29 1015

---

Best Wishes to all Members and their Families from the...

CIVIC HOTEL
E. J. (Dick) REILLY, Prop

Counter lunches, spacious new lounge and new drive-in bottle shop

981 BEAUFORT STREET, INGLEWOOD
Telephone: 72 1011

---

Best Wishes to all RSL Members from...

JEANETTE & GREG KEMP

PRINCE OF WALES HOTEL
BUNBURY

Call in for Cold Lager and Warm Hospitality

Telephone: 21 2016

---

Get your Supplies of Fresh Fruit and Veges from...

THE TOWN HALL FRUIT SUPPLY
301 ANNAN STREET, KALGOORLIE

* Telephone: 21 1184

---

Greetings to all RSL Members from...

THE SHELL ROAD HOUSE
K. W. and S. M. WESTERLY, Props

HAMPTON ROAD, BRIDGETOWN

• COMPLETE SHELL SERVICE

Telephone: 61 1181

---

Greetings to all RSL Members throughout the State from...

C. D. and K. OTLEY, Mine Hosts

CENTRAL HOTEL
LEONORA

Cold Lager — Warm Hospitality

Telephone: 29

---

THE BEST TYRE BUY IN TOWN

OXFORD TYRE SERVICE
Jim Dalglish — Alby Morrow

288 OXFORD STREET
LEEDERVILLE, 6007

Electronic computerised wheel balancing, new tyres and tubes, batteries, retreading and repairs.

Telephone: 24 2055 or 24 7360

---

Best Wishes to all RSL Members from...

BRUCE WILKINS

BP DOWERIN GARAGE

STEWART STREET, DOWERIN, WA

Petrol, Oil and Mechanical Requirements

Telephone: 252
ASSOCIATIONS OF EX-SERVICEMEN

**GALLIPOLI LEGION OF ANZACS**
Meet in Visitors Room, Anzac House, on third Sunday of February, May, August and November each year at 10am.
President, J. Syme, 22 Marquis St, Bentley. Secretary, G. D. Shaw, 98 Epsom Ave, Belmont. Treasurer, J. Anderson, PO Box 164, Claremont.

**16TH BATTALION AND 4TH BRIGADE ASSOCIATION**
Committee meets third Monday (2pm) at Railway Institute (main hall) Perth. President, W. Litleyman, 52 Chandler Ave, Floreat Park (87 4050). Secretary, H. Ganson, C/- 11 Fothergill Street, Fremantle (36 2458). Women's Auxiliary meets same time, same place.

**2/16TH BATTALION ASSOCIATION**

**44TH BATTALION ASSOCIATION**
Committee meets when called. Annual Reunion Show Week Monday, President, Roy Collins, 134 Rosebery St, Bedford (71 4448). Secretary, A. J. Williams, 13 Kanimbla Way, Morley (76 3283).

**EX-POW ASSOCIATION OF WA**
President, T. W. Scott, 250 Corinthian Rd, Riverton. Secretary, W. H. P. Hood, 93 Guildford Rd, Mt Lawley, 6050 (71 5245). Meetings 1st Wednesday each month in Visitors Room, Anzac House, Perth.

**2/4TH M. G. BATTALION AIF ASSOCIATION**
President, E. W. Wallin, 69 Constance St, Nollamara, 6061 (49 1409). Secretary, P. R. Tonkins, 2 Devilin Place, Morley, 6062 (76 8514). Treasurer, D. A. C. Quinn, 5 Hadley St, Safety Bay, 6169 (095 27 3385).

**THIRTY-NINERS’ ASSOCIATION**
Meets Anzac House 4th Wednesday each month. President, J. P. Hall, 12 Lockhart Street, Como (60 3552). Secretary-Treasurer, F. C. Penell, 21 Siddons Way, Booragoon (64 1097).

**11TH AND 2/11TH BATTALIONS**
President, L. Thomas, 76 Tweedale Rd, Applecross (64 2503). Secretary, H. G. Armstrong, 496 Great Western Highway, Greenmount (94 1431). Committee meets 3rd Wednesday each month at Anzac House. Reunion in Ballroom September 25th (6.30 pm).

**MIDDLE EAST VAD ASSOCIATION, WA**
Contact Officer, Mrs N. Payne, 11 Hurlingham Road, South Perth (67 1035). Meetings as called. Annual Reunion nearest Saturday to November 23.

**RAE ASSOCIATION**
Meets 2nd Sunday March, June, September and November at WACA ground. Secretary, H. O'Doherty (24 1802).

**10TH LIGHT HORSE ASSOCIATION AIF**
Meets fourth Friday in March, August and November at 1.30 pm, at Anzac House. Committee when called. President, J. Fitzmaurice, 11 Mahlbeg Avenue, Doubleview (46 1262). Secretary, J. Syne, 25 Marquis Street, Bentley (68 2946).

**2/28TH BATTALION-24TH ANTI-TANK COY ASSOCIATION**
President, J. N. Lethlean, 208 McDonald St, Joondanna, 6060 (24 3431). Secretary, W. Goggin, 17 Elizabeth St, Bayswater (71 3748). Annual Reunion Show Week.

**LIMBLESS SOLDIERS’ ASSOCIATION (“Wingles and Stumpies”)**
President, J. L. Yeates, Secretary, E. P. Odgers (21 5888). Meets first Thursday each month except January.

**48TH BATTALION ASSOCIATION**
President, R. W. Lewin, 57 Hensman Street, South Perth, 6151 (67 5139). Secretary, S. G. Power, 113B “Wandana,” Subiaco, 6008 (81 6208). Asst and Sec Secretary, T. H. Easom, 5 Lanark Street, Mt Lawley, 6050 (71 2929). Meetings held Imperial Hotel, Wellington Street, Perth, when called.

**28TH BATTALION AIF ASSOCIATION**
Meets Anzac House 2.30 pm second Tuesday. President, P. T. J. Green, 157 Alexander Drive, Dianella (76 5460). Secretary, Harry Kahn, 2/42 Rutland Avenue, Victoria Park (61 8230). Annual reunion Anzac House Tuesday of Show Week 1975 at 2.30 pm.

**DUNKIRK (1940) VETERANS ASSOCIATION (WA BRANCH)**
Meets first Friday each month at Anzac House (7.30 pm). President, G. Rock (47 1530). Secretary, A. Gillies, 20 Princess Road, Claremont (31 3117).

**PARTIALLY BLINDED SOLDIERS’ ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA, WA BRANCH INC**
General meetings held in Railway Institute Retired Officers Room, Wellington Street, Perth, at 8 pm on first Thursday each month except January. President, W. H. Grant, 70 Hobbs Avenue, Como (67 4471). Secretary, L. J. Carter, 99 Thompson Rd, Nth Fremantle, 6159.

**2/32ND BATTALION ASSOCIATION (WA)**

**FEDERATED TB SAILORS, SOLDIERS AND AIRMEN’S ASSOCIATION (WA BRANCH)**
2nd Floor, Wellington Buildings, 158 William Street, Perth. President, C. Chandler, Secretary, G. Piesley (21 5086).

**ROYAL ARTILLERY ASSOCIATION OF WA**
Meetings third Monday at Anzac House at 8 pm. President A. G. Jones, 59 Guildford Road, Mount Lawley (71 4206). Secretary, Alan Heales, 25 Willcock Street, Applecross (64 1317).

**51ST BATTALION AIF ASSOCIATION**
President, G. K. Baron-Hay, 24 Stanley Street, Nedlands (86 1554). Secretary, H. Bowra, 7 Highlinds Rd, North Perth (24 2585). Welfare Officer, P. G. Tanner, RSL War Veterans’ Home, 51 Alexander Drive, Mt Lawley, 6050.

**BRITISH EX-SERVICES ASSOCIATION**
President, Mr C. A. Hines (65 1391). Secretary, Mrs M. Woollacet, PO Box 130 Claremont, 6010 (31 9820). Council meets 1st Tuesday each month, 8 pm, Anzac House. Annual General Meeting July/August, Anzac House. Annual reunion nearest Friday, to Remembrance Day (11th November).

**KOREA & SOUTH-EAST ASIA FORCES ASSOCIATION**
Meets quarterly on second Monday in January, April and July in Anzac House basement, 8 pm. President, Jack Gerke, 1 Gerald St, Como, 6152. Secretary, M. H. Filer, 5 Valentine Ave, Dianella, 6062 (68 0548 business).

**TOTALY & PERMANENTLY DISABLED SOLDIERS ASSOCIATION**

**REGULAR DEFENCE FORCES WELFARE ASSOCIATION (WA BRANCH)**
For all inquiries contact Lieut-Col D. Smith, RL, 28 Moray Ave, Floreat Park (87 3847), or Lieut E. C. Lunn-Garner, R, 9 Davies Crescent, Kalamunda (93 1409).

**RATS OF TOBRUK ASSOCIATION (WA BRANCH)**
President, F. Vardy, 194 Abbett St, Scarborough (41 2097). Secretary, D. Le Fevre, 465 Canning Hwy, Melville (30 2420). The committee meets 2nd Tuesday each month.

**EX HMAS CANBERRA-SHROPSHIRE ASSOCIATION (WA DIV)**

**ROYAL AUSTRALIAN REGIMENT ASSOCIATION**
Meeting every 4th Wednesday, Cameron Barracks, Canning Highway, Victoria Park. President, W. Smith (87 5902). Secretary, K. Trent (68 5928). All correspondence to Cameron Barracks.
This year Qantas offers you all the value, all the variety and all the care you look for in an overseas holiday. There are Qantas Holidays to Southeast Asia, to Hong Kong and Japan, to Hawaii, North America, New Zealand, Fiji, New Caledonia, and of course to Europe. Package holidays, group holidays, individual holidays — and with every one there's the reassurance that they're backed by Qantas.

All the value, variety and care is detailed in a range of colourful Qantas Holidays '75 booklets available free from your local Qantas Travel Agent. Call in anytime for your copies. This year it's your turn to see the world.
Town & Country
pay you 10% interest.

Why settle for less?

Make deposits or withdrawals at any of these centres—
Building Society House, 297 Murray Street, Perth; Walshs, Perth; Friendly Society Chemists at Canning Bridge, Leederville, Claremont, Beaufort Street Perth, Fremantle, Subiaco, Willagee; Quartermaine Travel at Morley City, Carousel, Cannington, 19 Broadway Nedlands; Gill-Bolne Real Estate at Northlands Shopping Plaza; Whitford Drive-in Pharmacy; Victoria Park Agency, 623 Albany Highway; Western International Travel, Midland. Agencies throughout Western Australia.